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Introduction



Our team of experts
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Where we work



Immersed in the cultural sector

Rolling research for London consortium
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Immersed in the cultural sector

An from smaller, regional venues…
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Immersed in the cultural sector

…to international ‘big hitters’
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Understanding audience needs



Meaningful measures



Never Mind the Width



WHY do people visit museums?



Social

• ‘It’s a nice place to spend time together with

friends and family’

• ‘It’s an enjoyable way to pass time’

• ‘It’s one of the major attractions in the area’





social interaction

entertainment

to see, to do

inclusion, welcome

access, comfort, security, 
warmth, welcome

SocialSocial



Intellectual

• ‘I have an academic or professional interest in the subject’

• ‘I have a special personal interest in the subject’

• ‘To improve my own knowledge’

• ‘To encourage children’s interest in art / history / the world

around them’







academic or professional interest

hobby interest

self-improvement

stimulate children

IntellectualIntellectual



Emotional

• ‘To see beautiful things in inspiring settings

• ‘To see fascinating, awe-inspiring things’

• ‘To have an emotionally moving experience’

• ‘A strong sense of personal connection or identity’

• ‘To experience what the past was like’





aesthetic pleasure

awe and wonder

moving

personal relevance

experience the past

nostalagia

sense of cultural identity

EmotionalEmotional



Spiritual 

• ‘To escape and recharge my batteries’

• ‘Peaceful, quiet contemplation’

• ‘To stimulate my own creativity’

• ‘To let my imagination take me somewhere else’





escapism

contemplation

stimulate creativity

SpiritualSpiritual
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Measuring ‘soft’ factors
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[Base: 18,172] [Base: 18,172*]
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Motivation (main)
Arrived expecting to get...

So In Em Sp

Outcome (main)
They left with...

Falling short (23%) 
Were hoping for an intellectual+ 
experience, but left with mainly 
social outcomes

Unexpected benefits (16%)
Mainly socially-motivated, 
but had an intellectual+ 
experience

Differently engaged (15%)
Experienced a different 
intellectual+ outcome 
than expected

Met expectations (27%)
Had their deep needs met

Strongly social (10%)
Stayed in social mode, but 
also experienced deeper 
outcomes along the way

Stuck in social (9%)
Stayed in social mode, and 
didn’t really experience deeper 
outcomes along the way  

The extent to which unexpected benefits were delivered: 
Engagement States

Engaged 

Unengaged

5%

6%

11% 10% 2%

5%

1% 2% 4%

13% 3%

2% 1%

6%

10%

10%

9%

Spiritual

Emotional

Intellectual

Social
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Applying this insight across the
organisation





3 clear objectives

WHY?
Motivation

HOW?
Behaviour
& Meaning
making

WHAT?
Outcomes

Attract Engage Impact



Visit modes provide a structure for visitor provision
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By combining the motivations of visitors with some key profile information (family, knowledge level, 
visit frequency) we can determine a more granular ‘mode’ of visit:
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This illustrates the needs of audiences in these different modes. When appropriate, and when differences in 
the visitor journey are noteworthy, we have pulled our visit mode specific findings and recommendations. 

S
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Helps staff understand and meet on-site visitor needs:

• Interpretation
• Visitor services
• Communications
• Merchandise
• Catering
• Exhibition design

How do we use it?





Michelangelo the 
draftsman – drawings only

Michelangelo the artist

Michelangelo the man 
and his world



An emphasis on facts or 
presentation of the debate

Welcomed innovative 
presentation style

Desire for time travel 
experience



Public expect BM to be cutting edge

Expectation that BM will facilitate engagement for less confident visitors

Aspiration that BM will take risks

The exhibition could re-position the BM – shift brand perceptions



Evaluation

Exit surveys – profile, motivations, outcomes
Focus groups
Tracking and observations
Vox pops





Outputs and outcomes

Massive level of recommendation

There were rave reviews about it in the newspaper as 
well the write up was fantastic and 5 star and it was the 
seminal exhibition this summer Current visitor

Lots of friends raved about it and said that you 
had got to go and see it Current visitor



Outputs and outcomes

• 70% said it had made them more likely to visit special 

exhibitions at the British Museum

• 63% said it made them more likely to visit the British Museum 

generally



Outputs and outcomes

• 87% learnt about Michelangelo's drawings:

• 74% learnt about Michelangelo's character

• 56% learnt about the time in which Michelangelo lived

• 34% learnt about conservation and research into 
Michelangelo's work



Outputs and outcomes

145,000 attenders (target 50k)
25% 1st time attenders
31,000 new visitors
86 mins - ave dwell time





3 clear objectives

WHY?
Motivation

HOW?
Behaviour
& Meaning
making

WHAT?
Outcomes

Attract Engage Impact





Other ways of measuring 
engagement
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Arrival modes – information required

Venue A Venue B Venue C

S
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Categorising how visitors behave in art galleries



Visit experience
Engagement with the collection

Summary presentation of 'The complete picture'
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Browsing : I just looked at whatever caught my eye, making my own route

Following : I made a general visit, loosely following a recommended route
Searching : I made a very applied visit, searching the collections and 
galleries on a planned route

Choosing or Researching : I knew exactly what specific objects / galleries I 
wanted to look at, I didn't deviate from  m y course

NOTE: As part of the arrival survey, visitors were asked 

‘W hat type of visit do you foresee yourself having today?’. As 
part of the exit survey, visitors were asked ‘W hat type of 
visit did you have today?’ The data in this chart is therefore 

taken from  two different surveys, and therefore uses two 
different bases.

The definitions of behavior are not directly comparable with 

those used in slide 85 which describes gallery behavior.



Measuring Engagement



Visit experience
Engagement with the collection

Summary presentation of 'The complete picture'
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ORIENTATION: The visitor glances at an object and moves on. 
They may not even stop. (Unsuccessfully engaged). 

EXPLORATION: The visitor stops for a small period of time at the 

object, looks it over in no great detail and moves on. 
(Unsuccessfully engaged).

DISCOVERY: The visitor engages with an object by stopping and 
looking at it for a period of time, they may read the information 

provided before m oving on. (Successfully engaged).

IM M ERSION: The visitor is engrossed in the object and is likely to 
stay so for a significant period of tim e. They m ay read the 
information or discuss the object with others. (Successfully 

engaged).
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Experience compared to expectations
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Experience compared to expectations





Expectations of visit experience



Case Study: 
Art Institute Chicago 
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Issues identified:

• Alternative entrance developed with a new Modern Wing 
which housed the Modern Collection

• First timers use the Modern Wing entrance because it is spacious  

• More relaxed and balanced in use.

• But low proportions of visitors exit to the modern and contemporary 
galleries.



Intended and actual behaviour



Summary presentation of 'The complete picture'
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Visitors not achieving desired outcomes
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Key changes made

• Red banners for room signs
• Orientation panels by stairs
• Orientation panels by lift

Desired impact:
To drive more visits to the Modern Art Galleries by lift or stairs
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Little change reported

• People still not coming up in the lift
• Those that reach 3rd floor enter galleries in 

wrong door
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Phase 2 – more changes made
• Clearer directional signage on 3rd floor
• Entrance and Exit signs on the gallery doors
• A timeline of C20th art along the corridor to provide context



The impact of changes made to visitor 
experience
Signage on third floor Modern Wing

Impact of changes made:

• 60% entered the galleries 
through room 389 (the 
correct chronological order). 
This compares with 34% 
from phase one.

• This represents almost twice 
the proportion of visitors 
entering the European 
Modern Art galleries in the 
direction in which is 
curatorially designed. 
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The impact of changes made to visitor experience
Interpretation on third floor of the Modern Wing

Key changes made:

• Timeline outside galleries.
• Introduction panel outside 

galleries.

Desired impact of these changes

• Deeper engagement within the 
galleries’

The impact of these changes:
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The impact of changes made to visitor experience
Interpretation on third floor of the Modern Wing

The impact of these changes (cont.):

• The more visitors read, the deeper they 
engaged.

• Timeline especially valued in providing 
context.

• Longer dwell time.

• More requested throughout the 
museum.

• Less likely to ‘browse’ gallery, 
more likely to ‘follow’ the narrative 
(see below).
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New tools, new models



In-the-moment, mobile 
ethnography app and 

platform



Three things visitors want more of

1. Information on the artist and process

2. Meaning and symbolism

3. The background and context of the work
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‘Some of them left me wanting more. I usually look at it myself 
and do my own interpretation… then I’ll read the text, the fun 
facts they provide.’ Intercept interviews
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This repeat visitor loved 
seeing live art workshops
in the gallery space, and 
the chance to see 
conservation in action. 
These are common 
themes we consistently 
hear from audiences in 
2018.



-the-moment, mobile 
ethnography app and 

platform



Thank you


